Abstract-In reinforcement learning problems, the construction of subgoals has been identified as an important step to speed up learning and to enable skill transfer. For this purpose, one typically extracts states from various saliency properties of an MDP transition graph, most notably bottleneck states. Here we introduce an alternative approach to this problem: assuming a family of MDPs with multiple goals but with a fixed transition graph, we introduce the relevant goal information as the amount of Shannon information that the agent needs to maintain about the current goal at a given state to select the appropriate action. We show that there are distinct transition states in the MDP at which new relevant goal information has to be considered for selecting the next action. We argue that these transition states can be interpreted as subgoals for the current task class, and we use these states to automatically create a hierarchical policy, according to the well-established Options model for hierarchical reinforcement learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial agents that operate in large environments can spend a lot of time to learn how to perform a certain task to satisfaction, let alone optimally. When compared to their biological counterparts they often need many more trials until they are sufficiently trained. Especially when the environment is high-dimensional, an agent soon is confronted with the curse of dimensionality: the computational requirements of the agent grow exponentially with the dimensionality of a task.
This problem may be mitigated by equipping an agent with methods to reduce the dimensionality, and with algorithms to find commonalities and abstractions in the environment that can be exploited. Such methods include for instance a wide range of clustering algorithms [1] . However, in many of these methods the compactness of representations that are found often relies on domain specific parameters and metrics. These have to be chosen based on a high level of domain knowledge to find a good trade-off between under and over generalisation. In this paper we propose a viewpoint grounded in the field of information theory and show how this perspective can naturally give rise to general abstractions.
The power of this viewpoint can be seen for example in the information bottleneck principle [2] , which partly forms the inspiration for some of the methods discussed in this paper. Not only does this principle supply an easy to grasp quantification of the trade-off between compactness, or compression, and information retention, it also offers a way to shift this tradeoff continuously to either side. The most important benefit of this method, however, is that it does not rely on any domain specific metric of the data space. This makes the information bottleneck and related methods applicable to a wide range of environments, and they have been successfully applied to a range of problems, such as clustering [3] , determining learning performance [4] and interactive learning [5] .
Besides this universal applicability, other arguments for the informational treatment of learning agents, and agents in general, are supplied by nature. Organisms spend a great amount of energy on information acquisition and processing [6] , and there are strong arguments and evidence that the properties and bounds of necessary information have a large influence on the structure of sensory and behavioural systems and of embodiment [7] - [10] . Some behaviour found in nature can even be fully understood in terms of information [11] . In the current paper we apply this informational principle to the autonomous temporal abstraction of behaviour for reinforcement-learning problems and use this principle to give a natural, domain independent and agent-centred definition of subgoals.
In the next two sections we will give a brief introduction to the fields of hierarchical reinforcement learning and information theory. Section IV will combine these concepts into the informational treatment of the perception-action loop for traditional reinforcement learning problems, followed by the more general multi-problem case discussed in section V. In section VI we show how this principle leads to a domain independent and readily quantifiable definition of subgoals. Next, in sections VII and VIII, we introduce a novel algorithm for automatic subgoal discovery, based on these insights, and present experimental results that demonstrate the possibility of this method to help alleviate the curse of dimensionality. Finally, we discuss these results and the relation of our approach to previous work in more detail in the last section.
II. HIERARCHICAL REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement Learning (RL) defines the problem of learning as finding a mapping of situations to actions that maximises a certain reward measure [12] . Conventionally, an RL problem is modelled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), which consists of the tuple < S, A, P, R >. At any time step t the world is in a certain state s t ∈ S. Based on this state the agent chooses an action a t ∈ A to perform. The probability of the agent selecting a certain action when in a certain state is governed by its policy π(a|s) = p(a|s). Execution of an action results in the transition to a new state s t+1 , according to the transition probability p(s t+1 |s t , a t ) = P at st,st+1 , and in a reward signal r t+1 = R st+1 st ∈ R being presented to the agent. The structure of the reward matrix R often leads to the interpretation of an RL task as the problem of learning how to reach a certain goal state. For instance, commonly a high reward is given when this state is reached, with the reward being 0 otherwise. Alternatively, a similar effect is obtained when a negative 'reward' is given at every step, to represent the cost of the taken action, except when the goal state is reached, where a zero reward is presented.
Different computational methods have been developed to enable agents to learn how to act optimally in a given MDP, i.e. to act in such a way as to gather as much reward as possible. In this paper we will use the Q(0) algorithm. This entails learning the Q-value Q π (s t , a t ), which is defined as the expected future reward resulting from taking action a t in state s t and consecutively following policy π, and finding an optimal policy that maximizes this value [12] .
This method is one of the most popular used for RL and has been successful in many applications. However, in large problems with vast state spaces, the curse of dimensionality may render learning a full policy on the level of primitive, single-step actions infeasible. So efforts have been made to develop methods for introducing abstractions, in an attempt to handle such problems. This has recently led to hierarchical reinforcement learning models, such as the hierarchies of abstract machines (HAMs) [13] , MAXQ [14] , and Options [15] frameworks [16] . We will use the latter, the Options model, as the base of the work presented here.
An option is a temporally extended action; when selected it can persist and control an agent's behaviour during multiple time steps. The definition of an option o consists of the tuple
Here I o ⊆ S is the initiation set and is comprised of the states in which the option can be selected. Once selected, actions are executed following the option's internal policy π o . Termination of the option when arriving in a state s t is determined by the termination probability function β o (s t ). The Options model encompasses the traditional singlestep, primitive actions: an action a can be modelled as an option with I o = S, and ∀s ∈ S : β o (s) = 1, π o (a|s) = 1. Hierarchies of any depth can be formed by allowing the policies of options to not only include primitive actions, but also other options. Learning an optimal hierarchical policy in the options framework is done with a simple generalisation of the update rules used in flat learning methods [15] .
Initially these new methods were used with predefined options and hierarchies, though quickly research on autonomous option discovery was initiated. Starting with the first methods, generally this topic is treated as the problem of discovering subgoals. When found, such a subgoal is used to define a new option's termination probability distribution β o , and its policy π o is defined in such a way that following it achieves the subgoal. One of the main premises of this approach is that these subgoals, and the policies learned by the agent that correspond to these subgoals, are likely to also be useful in future tasks. Using these pre-learned skills in these new tasks can significantly speed up learning, an effect called skill transfer [17] , [18] .
Currently there is a range of literature on different solutions to the autonomous hierarchy construction problem. For instance, methods have been developed which find subgoals based on visitation count [19] - [21] and on graphtheoretical techniques [22] - [24] . Other solutions include state space segmentation/clustering [25] , [26] , relative novelty [27] , sensation/action co-occurrence [28] or transitions [29] , [30] , causal-graph decomposition [31] and the use of data-mining techniques [32] .
Many of these approaches assume the availability of a certain structure in the environment that is used to define the properties of subgoals. For instance, the commonly used bottle-neck definition describes useful subgoals as states which "the agent tends to visit frequently on successful trajectories but not on unsuccessful ones" [19] or "are between many source-destination pairs" [24] . The method presented in the current paper also relies on the inherent structure of the agent-environment interactions, however, it does not make any assumption about what this structure actually comprises. By utilizing the general tools of information theory, we instead can define subgoals solely based on the structure of end-goals; as states where a substantial qualitative change of the component of the task being performed occurs. In the following sections we will elaborate on this idea, after which we will discuss further how it relates to existing approaches.
III. INFORMATION THEORY
To be able to perform any task, an agent needs to acquire and process information. The field of information theory, pioneered by Shannon [33] , supplies a mathematical framework to formalize the concept of information. This formalism is used to find the optimal compression of information, and to determine the capacity of channels through which information is transmitted and received, among other things. In the current paper we adopt an informational viewpoint on MDPs and the perception-action loop of an agent and apply the paradigm of information theory to these to analyse their structure, which may then be exploited to improve learning performance.
The primitive elements in information theory are random variables, which we will denote using capital letters, such as X, S and A. These variables can assume a specific value, designated with small letters x, s and a, from their corresponding alphabets X , S and A. The instantiation of the random variables is governed by (possibly conditional) probability distributions over the possible values, e.g. P r(X = x), P r(S = s), P r(A = a|S = s). To improve readability, we write, by abuse of notation, p(x) for both P r(X = x) and to denote the full distribution of the value of X. Which interpretation is used will be clear from the context. A probability distribution for a variable implies that there is uncertainty about its value. This uncertainty can be quantified using the entropy H(X) = − x p(x) log p(x). As is most common, we will use the logarithm with base 2, such that the bit is the unit of entropy and other information measures. The uncertainty that remains after finding that another variable Y has assumed the value y is given by the conditional entropy
x|y). The average conditional entropy then equals H(X|Y ) = y p(y)H(X|y).
Given these basic concepts another important informational quantity can be defined: the mutual information (MI)
As can be seen from its definition, the MI between two variables gives the decrease in uncertainty, or information gain, on average acquired about the value of one variable when the value of the other variable is know. Another interpretation of MI, which is more consistent with its name, is the amount of information that on average is common in the instantiations of both variables. The MI can also be conditioned on the value of a third variable Z,
of which is the amount of information that knowing Y on average gives about the value of X (or vice versa) that is not already available by knowing the value of Z.
IV. INFORMATIONAL TREATMENT OF MDPS
With the concepts and methods of the previous sections in place, we can elucidate the informational treatment of MDPs as used for the main approach of the current paper.
When following a certain policy, an agent needs to acquire and maintain a certain amount of information on which to base its action selection. Firstly, it has to have information about the current state of the world to decide on the appropriate action for that state. Note however, that not all information about this state may be necessarily relevant at a given time. For instance, when navigating one room, the agent does not have to know the location of objects in another room. In the most extreme case the agent can even discard all available information. For instance, when its policy dictates the same actions for all states, there is no benefit to be had in discerning what the current state is, and the agent could execute its policy 'blindfolded'.
The minimal amount of information an agent necessarily has to take in and process on average to be able to perform a certain task, over all policies that achieve this task, has been termed the relevant information [34] . This quantity is a fundamental invariant property of a task-environment combination; an agent that is not able to, or simply does not, take in and process at least this amount of information on average will in no way be able to achieve the set task. In the remainder of this paper we will use the term 'relevant information' in a less strict sense, as the amount of information that is needed to perform a specific policy, which is not necessarily the policy that achieves the absolute minimum of this amount of information.
To be able to determine the amount of relevant information, and similar important information measures, the perceptionaction loop (PA-loop) of an agent is modelled as a Causal Bayesian Network (CBN) [35] . Figure 1 random variables, the edges show the causal interaction between these variables. In the paradigm of information theory, these edges correspond to channels through which information is transmitted. For instance, the arrows from state to action nodes denote an agent's sensory channel; the world 'transmits' state information, which is received by the agent through its sensors and encoded into an action. Next, the agent 'injects' new information into the world through its actuator channel [36] , which alters the state of the world and closes the PAloop.
The relevant sensory information is the amount of information that on average passes through the sensory channel. This amount is equal to the amount of information about the current value of the state variable that is in the value of the action variable, and can thus be measured exactly in bits with the mutual information I(S t ; A t ).
V. MULTI-GOAL SCENARIOS
Traditionally, both RL and relevant information methods start out from a single-problem setting; there is one task an agent has to perform, with a single corresponding goal. However, we consider the more general case of scenarios where an agent can be presented with any of a set of tasks to perform, or different goals to reach. Note that hereby we do not mean that these goals are concurrent, in which case they can be modelled by separate reward moments in the single reward matrix R. In this case there is still only a single task, consisting of several sub-tasks that the agent can perform in random order. In contrast, we introduce a new set of goal states G, out of which for each run a single goal g, with its corresponding reward matrix R g , is selected. This results in a family of MDPs with the same state and action sets and transition probability matrices, but differing reward matrices. Which goal is currently assigned is determined by the random variable G, following the probability distribution p(g).
Extending the PA-loop to accommodate for multi-goal scenarios is done by adding a node for the goal variable G, and results in the network shown in Fig. 1(b) . The agent's policy now not only depends on the current state, but also on the current goal: π(a t |s t , g) = p(a t |s t , g), which offers an additional source of information that an agent needs to consider when selecting an action. Similarly to its sensory counterpart, not all information about the goal may be relevant at a given time, and, complementary, often a part of it can be ignored. Only the information related to the part of the task that is currently important needs to be considered: e.g. when navigating through a corridor, an agent just has to keep in mind in which room the final goal is. Only when this room is entered does it have to take into account the exact location of the goal in the room. Also, it can now forget the global location of the room in the corridor.
The amount of goal information that an agent needs to maintain on average to be able to perform its policy is the relevant goal information (RGI) [37] . This quantity and its structure form the main interest of the current paper, and will allow us to introduce a novel definition of subgoals.
The RGI is defined in the same way as the relevant goal information, as the mutual information between the goal and action: I(G; A t ). To expose the structure of this information, it can be determined for each state separately by the conditioned mutual Figure 2 shows the relative value of this quantity for each state in the 6-room gridworld example that we will employ in the current paper. In this environment the set of possible states the agent can be in, S, consists of all free cells. The current goal state can be any state in this set. The agent can execute four primitive actions: move north, east, south or west. When the action would bring the agent to an occupied cell, denoted by brown/hashed shading, selecting the action has no effect. The values shown in Figure 2 are obtained with a policy that selects a random optimal action, as determined using value iteration [12] .
information I(G; A t |s t ) = H(A t |s t ) − H(A t |G, s t ).
It can be seen that the relevant goal information tends to be high in the centre of rooms, since here the goal can be on any side and thus the a-priori uncertainty about which action to take, H(A t |s t ), is high in these states. In contrast, near walls and in doorways most possible goals require the same action, making H(A t |s t ) low. For instance, in a west-to-east doorway the agent does not need to consider whether the goal is north or south of the current state. Only moving east or moving west is ever selected here, putting an upper limit of 1 bit on H(A t |s t ), compared to a limit of 2 bits in other states.
The relevant goal information is highest in cells that are in a straight line of a doorway. This is because these are not only usually central, but for many goals, i.e. all goals on the other side of the doorway, only one action is optimal: the one that leads to the doorway. So, not only is H(A t |s t ) high in this case, but H(A t |G, s t ) is also low, making the amount of relevant goal information in these states particularly high.
VI. SUBGOALS AS GOAL-INFORMATION TRANSITIONS
As mentioned earlier, relevant goal information can be interpreted as the information that is relevant to the current aspect of the goal that an agent focusses on. During a run from a certain starting state to the goal state, this information changes, not only quantitatively as shown in Fig. 2 , but also qualitatively. It may be that in separate states the amount of relevant goal information is equal, but this does not necessarily mean that this information is of the same type; when going through a corridor an agent may require a single bit: 'on which end is the goal?'. When arriving at the appropriate end he could still need a single bit of information, but this information then may answer 'do I turn left or right?'.
We propose that this kind of qualitative transitions in relevant goal information indicate a fundamental switch of which component of the current task is being performed and therefore naturally signal the achievement of a subgoal.
Such transitions can be quantified as the amount of information in the goal variable about which action to take, that has not been used to select actions before. More concretely, this is the mutual information between action and goal, conditioned on the history that is experienced by the agent:
is the agent's history vector formed by the states it has been in and the actions taken in these states. Due to the high dimensionality of E t , it is infeasible for an agent to determine these quantities exactly. Instead, we aim to develop a method with which an agent can estimate these quantities on-line, to enable the autonomous discovery of subgoals as salient transition points.
To do this we can use the fact that mutual information is symmetrical. The information that the goal gives about an action is equal to the amount of information an action gives about the goal:
Because the actual state where the agent arrives in after performing an actions does not give extra information about the goal, H(G|A t , E t ) = H(G|A t , E t , S t+1 ), and I(A t ; G|E t ) = H(G|E t ) − H(G|E t+1 ). Thus, the transition in goal information is high when the entropy of the goal given the agent's history decreases significantly.
This insight enables us to develop an on-line method for detecting these transitions by having the agent maintain the posterior probability of the goal p(g|e t ) during a run, where e t is the specific value of the agent's history at time t. This can be done by updating this distribution after each action
g ← Rand(S \ G) 6: Learn policy π g over O for g 7: G ← G ∪ g g r ← Rand(G) 4: s 0 ← Rand(S) 5: Initialise p(g|e 0 ) uniformly 6: t ← 0 7:
o ← Select-Option(O, π gr , s) 9: Execute o and record new state s t+1 10: Determine p(g|e t+1 ) according to (1) 11:
t ← t + 1 13: end while 14: end for 15: ∀s ∈ S : Λ(s)
1: for all s ∈ S for which there is not already a corresponding option do 
end if 8: end for selection using a simple Bayesian update:
where Z is a normalisation factor. Transition points are then determined by significant changes in the entropy of this distribution: H(G|e t ) − H(G|e t+1 ). Averaging over multiple runs will move this estimation closer to the true size of the transition at the current state.
VII. ALGORITHM
The specific implementation of the RGI-based subgoaldiscovery algorithm is summarized in Algs. 1, 2 and 3. Similar to as done by Stolle and Precup [38] , we for now split the algorithm into two separate phases: a learning phase and a subgoal-discovery phase.
The learning phase corresponds to lines 5-7 of Alg. 1. Firstly, a new goal g is selected from the complement of G in S, i.e. a state that has not been selected previously as an endgoal (line 5). Next, a policy π g is learned using hierarchical Q(0), and the goal is added to the set of learned goals G (lines 6-7).
After this phase, the agent will perform a number of trial runs to gather data for subgoal discovery (Alg. 2). In each run a goal g r is selected from the set of known goals, and the agent is initialized at a random starting position s 0 (line 3). The goal distribution is initialized uniformly, to indicate that without history there is maximum uncertainty about what the goal is. (line 5). The agent will then proceed by selecting and executing options from the set of available options O, according to the appropriate policy π gr (lines [8] [9] . After each of these steps, the distribution over end goals is updated and the information gained is added to the total sum for the current state δ(s t ) (lines [10] [11] .
Concluding these trial runs, a smoothing filter Λ is updated with this sum. Similar to the filter used by McGovern and Barto [19] , this is introduced to discard noisy peaks due to limited data; the interesting transitions are those that persist during several trials. Finally, as shown in Alg. 3, states for which the value of this filter passes a certain threshold θ are selected as subgoals, and new options are created and made available for learning the policies of future goals. The termination set of such an option contains the respective subgoal state, the initiation set includes all states and the option's policy is learned with Q(0), using only the primitive actions.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To show the performance of the subgoal discovery algorithm presented in the previous section, we have applied it to the 6-room gridworld example shown in Fig. 2 . A total of 30 experiments were performed, with a single experiment consisting of a single run of Alg. 1. In each experiment the agent learned how to achieve 100 separate, randomly selected goals: N goals = 100. In each subgoal-discovery phase 400 datacollecting trials were performed by the agent: N trials = 400. The subgoal-selection parameters were set to λ = 0.7 and θ = 20. The reward was set to 1 when the agent achieved the current goal, and to -0.001 in all other cases. The parameters used for learning policies were α = 0.1, γ = 1 and = 0.05. For comparison, an additional 30 experiments were run where the agent only had access to the four primitive actions and no subgoal discovery was done.
Each policy was learned during 1000 episodes. At the start of each episode the agent was placed at a randomly selected state, and an episode ended when the agent reached the current goal state, or after 20, 000 steps. The subgoals that were discovered, as well as the number of steps performed by the agent during each episode were recorded. These results are presented in Fig. 3 , showing the relative frequency of states being selected throughout the experiments, and in Fig. 4 , which shows the average steps taken per episode.
IX. DISCUSSION
The results presented in the previous section show that the subgoals found by the RGI subgoal discovery method enables the speed up of learning. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , in many episodes the agent on average is able to reach its goals in a smaller number of steps using the newly created options, compared to when it only has access to primitive actions. In the first few episodes however the performance is clearly worse. This can be explained by the fact that in this initial exploratory phase the agent may often select options that achieve states that are not good subgoals for a new goal, before it has learned that this is the case. Because of the temporally extended nature of options, this can result in the agent following the option's policy for a long time, which brings him further away from the goal. This effect is called negative skill transfer, and explains the on average worse performance in the beginning of a trial. However, as is shown by Fig. 4 , the agent rapidly learns to avoid these bad options, and is on average within a dozen episodes able to use options that achieve useful subgoals to outperform the flat learning method. Figure. 3 shows the relative frequency that each state is selected as a subgoal throughout the 30 experiments. The states near doorways are selected with highest frequency, which complies with subgoals found by existing approaches in similar scenarios; they fit the definition of subgoals as bottleneck states, which is used as the foundation of many existing methods [19] - [24] . However, it is important to note that, in contrast to these methods, this is not an a priori property of subgoals that guides our approach. Moreover, no assumption about which structure of the environment is important is required. Instead, these properties emerge from the informational, domain independent definition of subgoals. Therefore we argue that this concept gives a more fundamental Fig. 4 . Learning performance results in the 6-room gridworld example. The performance is plotted as the number of steps the agent required to achieve the goal in each episode, averaged over 30 experiments during each of which the agent was presented 100 different random goals. The red line shows the results when only primitive actions are available, the blue line shows the performance when using subgoal discovery.
insight in why certain types of subgoals are beneficial, and discards potentially harmful designer bias.
An important property of the methods proposed in this paper, is that they explicitly formalize the possibility of multiple goals through the concrete description of a family of MDPs and the extended CBN model of the PA-loop. Besides enabling us to derive a quantitative definition of subgoals directly from this description, this also gives the opportunity to generalize over many scenarios.
Many existing methods, most notably some of the earlier ones [19] , [20] , are based on single-goal settings. However, action abstractions become more interesting when they can be used for skill-transfer in multi-goal settings. The notion of relevant goal information only gains meaning in this case, and the RGI method is readily applicable to scenarios with any number of possible goals. The limiting case where each separate state can be selected as a goal coincides with goal-less approaches, such as the graph-theoretical methods [22] - [24] .
However, besides this generality, the explicit inclusion of a distribution over possible goals also makes it possible to enhance the subgoal finding algorithm when domain specific knowledge about the set of possible goals is available. In the method as described in VII, the agent starts out with a uniform goal distribution p(g|e 0 ). However, when more information is available about the family of tasks that can be assigned to the agent, this knowledge can be reflected by a bias in this prior distribution [39] . For instance, when it is known that all future goals lie in the same room, the prior probability for each goal outside of this room can be directly set to 0, enabling the agent to determine goal information transitions that are consistent with the actual family of tasks.
Finally, note from (1) , that the on-line subgoal discovery method derived from the informational viewpoint requires no world knowledge from an agent; the information transitions are solely based on its own policies.
